The basis of reliability analysis is determining products lifetime distribution type, which is also a tedious job. In accordance with the failure of parametric estimation using probability papers and hypothetical examination, products lifetime distribution type is studied with linear regression analysis and Office Excel.
The linear regression analysis method is accurate calculation that is widely used in various fields,and also can be used to determine the distribution types of products lifetime.
linear regression correlation coefficient calculation with Excel
Basic thoughts of linear regression analysis is to analyze a non-linear problem by turning it into a linear problem and to make linear correlation coefficient R as examination,R is defined as (CHEN Min-xiang [J] . ELECTRIC MACHINES AND CONTROL,1998,2(2) (i=1 ,2 ,3,…n) From formula (1), it is tedious to calculate R value, but the Office Excel tool will make it simple.If scattered points sketch is drawn with Excel,it is much more simple, it is simple to get 2 R and R value directly.
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Product lifetime distribution type analysis method
In reliability analysis,product lifetime distribution type usually include an exponential distribution,normal distribution,lognormal distribution and the Weibull distribution.These cumulative distribution functions are all nonlinear and very complex,they can be transformed into linear equations through variable transformation, Scattered points sketch about products test data for ( i t , ) ( i t F ) can be drawn directly with Excel and R value can be given directly with Excel.By comparing these R values,the distribution type correspondence with the maximum value of R is the most reasonable lifetime distribution function for the product.
Linearization of cumulative distribution function and determination of products lifetime distribution type
To estimate the distribution type and characteristic parameters of all products through the experimental results for large samples,histogram with frequency usually used.But in engineering practice,There are usually small samples.It is inaccurate to estimate the result of small samples with estimation method for a large samples.To estimate the probability of small samples,methods of calculating the cumulative distribution probability are usually used,namely,mid-rank being calculated as follows: 
Linearization of an exponential distribution function
Cumulative distribution function of two-parameter exponential distribution is as follows:
The above formula is arranged in order and changed in natural logarithm,it can become a standard linear equation:
In above equation, 
From equation (6),
,From equation (4)and (5), the parameters of θ and γ can be given.
From equation (7), the correlation coefficient R is given,namely:
Linearization of normal distribution functions
The cumulative distribution function of normal distribution is as follows:
Taking the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution,selecting NORMSINV(n/(N+1)) in some spreadsheets,transforming
According to the same method as subclauses 3.1, Figure of Linearization and correlation coefficient of normal distribution functions can be drawn with Excel.
Linearization of lognormal distribution function
The accumulative distribution function of lognormal distribution (ZHANG Zhi-hua According to the same method as subclauses 3.1, Figure of Linearization and correlation coefficient of lognormal distribution function can be drawn with Excel.
Linearization of Weibull distribution function
The cumulative distribution function of three-parameter Weibull distribution(TONG Xiao-jun,MA QUN.General Regression Analysis Method for Estmating The Weibull Three Parameters [J] .JOURNAL OF TANGSHAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,1995,17(2) ,78.) is as follows:
In it, γ ,η and m are the location parameter, the scale parameter and the shape parameter (or Weibull slope) of Weibull distribution, respectively.
The equation (13)is arranged in order and taken natural logarithm, it is:
In it, According to the above method in subclauses 3.1, Figure 2 is drawn with Excel.
From figure 1 to figure 4 , each of the four distribution functions can be fit a linear relationship sketch,and among them the linear correlation coefficient R value correspondence with Weibull distribution function is the maximum.It indicates that Weibull distribution is the most appropriate function to describe products lifetime in this example.
Conclusion
Based on the linear regression analysis,products lifetime distribution function is linearized,fitting-straight line,its equation and its correlation coefficient R value are given quickly and easily by using Excel auxiliary drawing method.Through comparing the R values,the distribution function correspondence with the maximum of R values describes the most reasonably lifetime distribution,which is a simple method to determine the distribution type of product lifetime. According to the fit linear equations, correlative parameters can also accurately calculated. References 
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